### Counting by 10s

Use the Hundred Grid to count by 10s.

Find the beginning number. Count by 10s. Then continue the pattern.

1. **2, 12, __, __, __,**
   
   __, __, __, __, __

   What happens to the numbers in the ones place?
   
   ___________________________________________________

   ___________________________________________________

2. **8, __, __, __, __, __, __, __,**
   
   __, __, __

   What happens to the numbers in the tens place?
   
   ___________________________________________________

   ___________________________________________________
Counting by 10s

Use the Hundred Grid to count by 10s.

Find the beginning number. Count by 10s. Then continue the pattern.

1. 2, 12, __22__, __32__, __42__,
   __52__, __62__, __72__, __82__, __92__

   What happens to the numbers in the ones place?

   Answers may vary. Possible answer:

   The numbers in the ones place are the same.

2. 8, __18__, __28__, __38__, __48__, __58__, __68__,
   __78__, __88__, __98__

   What happens to the numbers in the tens place?

   Answers may vary. Possible answer:

   The numbers in the tens place go up by 1.